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Introductory note by L. M. Terman.—During the last five years,
several students of educational psychology at Stanford University have
made minor studies of the educability of children testing at various
degrees below normal. One of these studies, the results of which are
not yet ready for publication, involved a year of tutoring, two to three
hours daily, of an 18-year-old girl of about 70 IQ. The study was
made by Mrs. Gertrude Bell, a professor in the San Diego State
Teachers College. Mrs. Bell did the tutoring herself, using the most
ingenious methods she could devise. The purposes of the study were:
(1) to find out how much the subject's school achievement could be
improved, as measured by elaborate educational tests taken before
and after treatment; and (2) to find out whether such intensive educa-
tional treatment would affect the IQ. The net results of the experi-
ment showed a large improvement in subject matter achievement,
amounting on the average to nearly two grades advance for the year.
On the other hand, the IQ showed no change except for the slight
improvement which would be expected to result from several repeti-
tions of the test. Even specific coaching on types of material analo-
gous to (but not identical with) that composing the Stanford-Binet
scale had only negligible effect on the IQ.

The present study, by Miss Laura Reiner, is considerably less
extensive than that of Mrs. Bell, but it is offered for publication be-
cause of the scarcity of carefully made and accurately reported observa-
tions on individual cases of low IQ. Although not all subnormal
children of a given IQ show the same degree of inability to master
school subject matter, the case described in this article gives a concrete
and fairly accurate indication of what may be expected educationally,
from the typical 8-year-old having 6-year intelligence. Incidently,
it gives a rather vivid picture of the differences between 100 IQ and
70 or 75 IQ. We need similar comparisons, even more searching, of
the differences between 100 IQ and 140 IQ or higher.
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Grace M. was 8 years and 7 months old when she was brought to
Stanford University for a mental examination because she was making
no progress in learning to read. She was given the Stanford Revision
of the Binet-Simon tests with results as follows: Mental age, 6 years,
6 months; IQ 75. This placed her in the border-line group between
dullness and feeble-mindedness.

She had started to school when she was 63^ years old. She was
now beginning her third year in school and although her teacher was
giving her extra help she was not learning to read. She had never been
placed in a special group for backward children.

Physically, she appears quite normal. She has never had a serious
illness. In personal appearance she is attractive, bright-eyed and
often vivacious.

The mother is a Hungarian and claims to have come from a family
of very good standing. She is extremely temperamental and easily
excited to the point of hysteria. The father, an epileptic, is an un-
educated American. There are four children all of whom, except
Grace, test between 90 and 96 IQ.

The members of the family took a very unsympathetic attitude to-
ward Grace. They were unable to control her in any way. In the
neighborhood she was considered a vicious child. At school she
could not study and would not let anyone around her study in peace.
Habits of lying, stealing, and cunning deceit were becoming rapidly
fixed.

In deciding what action to take the following facts were considered.
Most children begin to learn to read when they are mentally 6 years
old or younger. Grace was mentally 6 years and 6 months. Accord-
ingly, it was arranged for the child to remain in school with the excep-
tion of one hour a day, during which she was to be tutored by the writer.

In order to compare her progress with that of a normal child of her
own age, a child was selected from her class who by the Stanford
Revision of the Binet-Simon tests was found to have an IQ of 100 and
whose mental and chronological ages were 6 years, 6 months. This
child, Ray S., received only the class instruction. The study extended
over a period of 4 months but only 3 months of actual work was
accomplished.

Before beginning to tutor Grace, an effort was made to find out
how much she had gained during her two years of schooling. She read
from memory several pages from different primers. Stories which she
had heard many times she repeated verbatim; of others, which she had
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heard fewer times, she gave the thought correctly, but not as written.
The primer pictures aided materially this memorization. When
asked to give a certain word she began at the beginning of the sentence
and read word by word until she reached the required one. When the
first words of each sentence were covered she made good guesses but
was sure of none of the words except "see." This one word she recog-
nized wherever she saw it. In phonics she was hopelessly confused.
She knew the sound of many of the letters but could not connect the
right sound with the right letter. She could count by l's and 5's to 50;
read and write numbers through 10; recognize silver pieces of money;
and discriminate fairly well size, length and weight. She copied
writing quite accurately, but did not know what she was writing. She
enjoyed the social subjects, language, story and dramatization, music
and drawing, although her standing in all was below the average.

It was seen at once that teaching this child to read must be a process
of teaching her individual words. Her past work showed that she
was able to memorize the story sentence by sentence, and that a large
amount of repetition and drill had not been sufficient to teach her one
word from another. After she had gained a small reading vocabulary
the following experiment was tried in order to see how rapidly she
memorized. A new short story, containing twelve sentences and
having no illustrations, was selected. As it was in the nature of a
review exercise, the story was not' particularly interesting, so the
content did not give undue aid. The first time Grace read it she
asked for 22 different words out of 67, the entire number. Every
second or third day the selection was read once, and no attempt was
made to teach the unknown words. During the fourth reading she
asked for only 5 words, and at the sixth reading she knew it perfectly.
I then covered parts of the selection and pointed out one at a time the
original 22 unknown words. She recognized none of them.

She had been taught reading chiefly by means of visual and audi-
tory associations. Proceeding on the basis that increasing the number
or kind of associations would increase the possibility of recall, we
planned to increase gradually the kind of associations made with each
word and note the results. But in order to have a check upon possible
future progress, during the first 3 weeks of the tutoring only the two
forms of association, visual and auditory, were used in the following
manner. A simple story was selected from the primer which Grace
chose. After I made sure by means of pictures, discussion and
dramatization that the meaning of the story was clear, we concentrated
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on a small unit of it. This unit was read and re-read, the sentences
read in order and out of order, and a few phrases and words found and
matched.

In order to show the method and the time necessary to teach one
word, a brief review of one lesson near the beginning of the study will
be given here. The paragraph which follows is a small unit of a well
illustrated story in which the mother cat is trying to find food for her
kittens.

The cat saw a bird.
The kittens saw it too.
The bird saw the cat.
It saw the kittens too.
The bird flew away.

By reading the sentence she could name any word in the paragraph.
With the first word of each sentence covered, she knew only those
which we had previously studied. In this lesson she was learning
" bird." She found the word as many times as she could in the para-
graph, first with the entire paragraph exposed, then with the first word
of each sentence covered. The word was written for her each time
she found it. She then picked out the word from a small number of
cards and matched it as many times as she could. This word was
then put with several other review words and we played word-games
for five minutes. At the end of this time she might or she might
not recognize the word.

Her attitude toward the work was good. She wanted to learn, but
her ability to concentrate varied greatly. Some days she would start
to work with feverish concentration which lasted from 5 to 60 minutes.
When a change of occupation was suggested she would beg to read
"just the next page." On these days I could put all the words pre-
viously studied into a new story, the word arrangement entirely differ-
ent, and she could read it easily. Never did she want to be told review
words. Perhaps the next day she would be extremely flighty. Her
attention could be held only by means of strong incentives and frequent
change of occupation. On these days she remembered only the words
on which we had drilled the longest length of time. This variability
of concentration characterized all of her work throughout the 4
months.

In the first 3 weeks she learned 7 (!) very easy words, but in addition
to this she began to understand the reading process. Formerly,
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reading meant repeating something from memory or from imagination
while she kept her eyes on the book. Now, she could not only differen-
tiate between a few words, but she knew that she knew them.

It is generally recognized that a moderate amount of phonetic
study improves the ability to read. However, if it is started too early
or over-emphasized during the reading period it is apt to become an end
in itself and block comprehension of thought.

In the case of Grace the phonetic training had been a hindrance
rather than an aid in word recognition. She knew a number of the
letter sounds, but with the exception of " S " could not associate the
correct letter sound with the letter form. When asked to sound a
word, as she was expected to do in her group work, she gave the first
sound she thought of, regardless of letter form. Obviously, the thing
to do was to discontinue all phonetic study until the point had been
reached where it would be an aid rather than a source of confusion.
But, because this was not possible in her group work, it seemed advis-
able to begin at the beginning and make the process as meaningful
as possible, keeping it entirely separate from our reading period.

Consequently, each day we had a very short phonetic period
beginning with games in slow pronunciation which were designed to
help her hear correctly and recognize spoken sounds. Paralleling
this oral work, the known sight word "run" was separated into its
three sounds on the blackboard. She had little difficulty in locating
and sounding the letters in order, but at the end of the three weeks she
could not give the sound of " u " or " n " without beginning at the first
of the word and sounding the letters in order. For instance, when
" u " was shown her either on a separate card or in another word, she
always went through this roundabout process: "It 's in run, Run—
r-u-n; u. Toward the end of the three weeks the known word "cat"
was analyzed in the same way with the same results.

At the beginning of the fourth week, the following change was made
in the reading period. Each day after the small unit of the story had
been read, Grace chose one word for study. Then in addition to the
visual and auditory associations, as described before, kinesthetic
associations were emphasized. The word was pronounced and written
for her several times on the board, while she watched. The work was
then erased and Bhe attempted to write the word. If she had difficulty,
it was written for her again until she was able to reproduce it, but as
her visual memory for form was quite good, this was not a tedious
process. She then wrote the word as many times as she could in 5
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minutes, or until her interest lagged, pronouncing it as she wrote it.
The word was then, as before, put in the review list and used in
games.

Although her ability varied greatly from day to day, it was evident
that the addition of kinesthetic associations was beneficial. In case
she could not recall a review word her response invariably was, " Don't
tell me, I can get it if I write it." Although she sometimes wrote the
word several times, if she did not recall it during the first or second
trials, additional writings did not do so. When she could not recall
it by writing I showed it to her in a familiar sentence; if this failed the
word was pronounced for her.

During the 2 weeks in which the 3 types of association were made
for every word, she studied 9 different words, 6 of which she learned
comparatively easily and remembered. She was able to read by this
time some 10 pages of a primer, the words of which she actually knew.

In phonics no new work was taken, but the kinesthetic association
was made with each of the 6 letter sounds previously mentioned. At
the beginning of each lesson it was necessary for her to go through the
round-about process already described, then she remembered the
sound until something else intervened. In the games, speed was
gradually emphasized; but by the end of the fifth week, although she
could give practically instantaneous responses to the four sounds,
r, n, c, t, it seemed certain that the key word was inwardly vocalized
before she was able to respond. Much improvement was noted in
her ability to hear and give sounds correctly.

At the end of the first five weeks of tutoring, Grace was required
to be out of school because of infectious skin trouble. Vacation came
on and it was 4 weeks before her lessons could be resumed. During
this time she was given no school help. She was glad to get back to
school. Her teacher reported that she put forth more effort to learn
and was easier to control than she had ever been.

I gave her a thorough review of everything she had studied with
me, and found she had not forgotten. She read everything she knew
before vacation and knew the individual words. She remembered
every word in our word list with the exception of the last word
studied.

During the rest of the time Grace was tutored (5 weeks) she
received but 3 hours a week. Tactile associations were now added.
The reading and phonic study continued in much the same manner as
described. Short stories were chosen, for she soon tired of one and
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wanted another. New stories were made on the blackboard using as
far as possible her known vocabulary. She continued to study one
word a day. The time spent on each word was gradually reduced to
4 or 5 minutes. A slow but steady progress could be seen. The
combined associations, visual, auditory, muscular, and tactile added
enjoyment and variety to the lesson which helped to hold attention
and effort, and also reduced appreciably the length of time and the
amount of mental stress necessary to learn a word.

The following table shows the ability of both Grace and Ray in
reading and phonics; (a) when the study was begun, and (b) when it
ended. The amount gained by Grace was found by averaging the
results of thorough reviews given on 3 consecutive days.

When it was determined that 4 or 5 minutes was the least possible
amount of time in which Grace could learn a word with a fair assurance
that it would be remembered at least a few hours, I tried out Ray's
ability. At 3 different times, 10 days apart, a list of words which he
miscalled or did not know were taken from his reading. Five minutes
directed study was given to each list which contained respectively
11, 12 and 14 words. Three days after each list was studied, I tested
him and found that he remembered or was able to work out for himself
10 of the first list, all of the second, and 12 of the last. A little less
than % minute was necessary to teach him a word.

Comparative Table to Show the Ability of the Two Children in Reading
and Phonics When the Study was Begun and at the Close, Three Months
Later.

ABILITY WHEN THE STUDY BEGAN

Reading

Grace

None.

Ray

Ray read with ease
the hardest stories
from three differ-
ent first readers of
average difficulty.
He grasped the
thought e a s i l y
with one reading.

Phonics

Grace

Knew one conso-
nant, 8.

Ray

Knew all conso-
nants and short
vowel sounds .
Could Bound new
one- and two-syl-
lable words con-
taining short vowel
sounds.
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ABILITY WHEN THE STUDY ENDED
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Reading

Grace

Bas a reading
vocabulary of 38
words.

Reads the easiest
parts of several
primers. Prom
8 to 15 pages
each.

Ray

Reads easily and
with understand-
ing in any of
several second
readers which he
has not seen be-
fore.

Phonics

Grace

Knows 13 sounds.
Can sound one-syl-
lable p h o n e t i c
words which con-
tain these sounds.

Learns one sound
or one word in a
5-minute directed
study period.

Ray

Has learned the long
vowel sounds and
21 phonograms.
Can sound inde-
pendently nearly
any phonetic word
found in a second
reader of average
difficulty.

Learns 10 or 11
words in a 5-min-
ute directed study
period.

It will be seen by the comparative table that at the close of this
study Grace had a reading vocabulary of 38 words. Three months
after her tutoring stopped, I gave her a review of the work she had
done with me and of the work she had done since that time. Of the
38 words she remembered 23. The forgotten words were mostly the
unusual words which she had not had in her recent reading, such as
Christmas, dress, etc. Her teacher was now giving her and another
defective child a daily 10-minute reading period. They were using a
very simple text and not attempting to keep up with the regular
class. Under these conditions she was able to remember nearly % of
the words because she was using them daily and was not forced too
rapidly into difficult material.

Grace's language ability exceeds her reading ability. She is
interested in what is going on about her, and particularly in out-of-door
things. Her guinea pigs at home, the pups in the neighbor's yard, a
bird she had seen that morning, and the endless changes brought
about by the seasons are all objects of her observation and interest
which she talks about freely to anyone who will listen. Yet she
displays little thoughtful curiosity. Her questions are not of the
usual type which want to know "why" and "how;" she thinks emo-
tionally rather than intellectually.
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In the reproduction of easy, familiar stories Grace does as well as
Ray. The interpretations of both are good. With less familiar
stories Grace does very poorly. She is very fond of hearing stories.
I found it advantageous to start the hour's work by reading to her, for
she never failed to calm down and listen quietly as soon as the story
started. I always questioned her closely to see if she grasped the
thought and found that she did. The books read to her were those
classified for 7-and 8-year-old children. When she was one of a group
of listeners, her attention and interest varied.

The Stanford Revision of the Binet-Simon Tests gave the following
vocabulary scores for both children: In the first test Grace made a
score of 10, and Ray a score of 19, neither passing the 8-year-old
requirement, which is a score of 20. Five months later Grace scored
20 and Ray 26. The re-test showed no change in Grace's IQ.

The Thorndike Reading Scale A-2, X series, was given to both
children in oral form as neither could read the lists of words. The tests
were scored by the method used in the 1917 Nassau County Survey;
i.e., counting a score of one for every word correctly classified. Ray
scored 45 and Grace 39.

Graded in " usual quality " on the Thorndike Scale for Handwriting
of children, writing samples of both Grace and Ray ranged between
9.3 and 9.9. The norm for grade II is 7; grade V, 9.3; grade VI, 9.9.
In speed Grace averaged 19 letters a minute and Ray 21. The second
grade norm is 35 letters a minute.

Grace enjoys the drawing and handwork period more than any
other in the school program. She occasionally does a good piece of
work; but unless her teacher stands by her and insists that she follow
directions she cannot hold to one idea long enough to finish it.

While this study was in progress Grace's conduct showed some
improvement. Realizing that her bad habits were partly due to her
home conditions, Grace's teacher and I worked with the mother and
older sister, trying to show them how we handled her at school.
Grace daily reported to me her conduct at home, and her reports were
checked up. After the first few weeks her improvement was quite
marked. She knew she would be called upon to account for her acts
at a definite time and that untruthful statements would be discovered.
At the close of the study she was no longer the outstanding character
in the room. When objects were missing, she was of course suspected,
but in the last 2 months of the study she was found guilty only once,
and in that instance she returned the article before it was discovered
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in her possession. As far as we knew she had not destroyed other
people's property. She had not thrown herself into a passion—a
former frequent habit—since the Christmas vacation.

However, we do not expect improvement in this field to be of a
permanent nature. Her conduct will always vary with the kind and
amount of supervision exercised over her.

In conclusion, the following points were found to be most helpful
in teaching this defective child.

1. Special instruction was necessary. She could learn nothing in a
group of normal children except auditory memory work. As the group
instruction became more advanced, her mental confusion increased.

2. The necessity of planning each lesson step by step and present-
ing in each lesson only a very small amount of new material was
apparent.

3. The daily review had to be more detailed and thorough than
with normal children. Words not used regularly were forgotten.

4. Perhaps the most significant part of the study relating to the
method of instruction was the result of using the kinesthetic associa-
tions in teaching each word. The visual and auditory associations by
themselves were not effective, but when they all were used, with the
emphasis upon the kinesthetic, the word was taught more quickly
and with more assurance that it would be remembered.

It is obvious that Grace should not be in a class with normal
children. It is not fair to her, to the rest of the class, or to the teacher.
She is now 9 years old. In the course of the next 2 years, unless a
change is made, she will become very restless and dissatisfied when the
looked-for promotions do not come.

To protect society from an increase of her kind, the only place
for this child is in an institution for the feeble-minded, where adequate
supervision is assured. She has no special ability to be trained, but
she could be taught to do the type of thing she enjoys most; viz.,
out-of-door work.


